**Women's Page**

**Children's Literary Taste**

Duplicating and Otherwise.

By Miss G. T. S. and others.

---

**To Herald Miss Maude Royden**

Miss M. Crane Collison.

---

**Art in India**

The Modern School.

By Miss A. M. Macdonald.

---

**Town & Country Topics**

By Elizabeth Leigh.

---

**Bedding**

Repaired and Restored.

John Calligan & Co.

---

**Kitchen Craft**

Waterless Cooker.

---

**Parent's in Council**

---

**BEDDING**

Repaired and Restored.

John Calligan & Co.

---

**KITCHEN CRAFT**

Waterless Cooker.

---

**Parent's in Council**

---

**REMEDIES**

For coughs.

---

**REX Ham Pate**

Now in handy 10 oz. cans as well as the famous 21 oz. size.

You can now buy REX Ham Pate in a food can.

It is the same, delicious choice meat delicacy you know, but in the 21 oz can, and from the new label.

This enables us to sell at wholesale prices, and the hard-working housewife, for example, is preparing a light supper-pie, perhaps a sandwich, and she needs just a few ounces of neat cut into fingers and spread with the meat.

REX Ham Pate scores in its superior qualities in the use of only the choicest and purest ingredients. It has a Ham-savour, sweet, mild, REX. Ham, longer in your hams Now and for years, and its great popularity in a neat sandwich spread.

Please order yours to-day in your pantry.

**REX Ham Pate**

Home of the Choice REX Ham and Bacon.

---

**Cuticura Soap**

From and Throughout.

Keeps the Skin Clear.

---

**CHEVROLET**

AS NEW.

---

**Helen Lester**

---

**REX Ham Pate**

Other REX Sandwich Delicacies:

*REX Sandwich Cheese in a box. The true imitation cheese *

*REX Cheese in a can. *

*REX Cheese and Tomato Paste. *

*REX Ralston. *

*REX Bread and Butter Pate. *

*REX Smith's Delight. *